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Presidents Message

In October I attended the NRA annual convention and FPRF
meetings in Santa Barbara, California. The original venue was
San Juan but it had to be switched to Santa Barbara because of
the devastation in Puerto Rico caused by hurricane Maria. The
NRA had three weeks to reorganise the venue and somehow
managed to run the convention as if nothing had happened.
The main reason for travelling to these meetings was to fulfil my
duties as a director of the FPRF. But it is also very useful to talk
to people and hear presentations about issues that face renderers
from other countries. We have issues in common but there also
issues that may not have hit hard in Australia yet but which are
being dealt with elsewhere.
One issue which we know about in Australia is the trend for
poultry processors to direct material to outlets other than
rendering. We can’t complain about poultry companies finding
more lucrative uses for what has traditionally been raw material
for rendering and I say good luck to them. But we need a
response to this loss of raw material. This could mean finding
ways to diversify and expand rendering businesses.
Another point of concern which we have had a sniff of is a trend
for poultry farms to shift to vegetarian diets. Again, if this is good business for poultry producers we cannot stand
in the way. But there are undoubtedly financial and animal welfare disadvantages of vegetarian diets for poultry
and renderers should point this out.
I also heard that the US poultry industry is moving away from the use of antibiotics in feeds. The implications for
the rendering industry are not clear but there could be a major impact on the health of poultry flocks. Renderers
may be expected to increase efforts to make sure that feed ingredients do not include harmful bacteria.
At the FPRF meetings a wide range of research projects related to rendered products was discussed. Over 100
of the FPRF’s research projects have been conducted at Clemson University’s Animal Co-products Research and
Education Center (ACREC). Dr Annel Greene, who is the director of ACREC, received the Dr Fred Bisplinghoff
innovation awards.
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I made contact with Dr Srikanth Pilla of Clemson who is
working on applications for degradable plastic. Dr Pilla
is keen to know about research applications from the
industry point of view. By coincidence he had a trip to
Australia lined up and has agreed to meet with the ARA to
discuss applications for the use of degradable plastics.
Back on home soil, the ARA has passed another milestone
by adopting the 5th revision of the Code of Practice.
The revised code was adopted at the November general
meeting.
The next step is to implement the new requirements. A
summary of changes to the code and suggestions of what
to do about them has been prepared and circulated to
members. There will be a transition period before the
Dr Srikanth Pilla of Clemson University
revised code must be fully implemented. During this time
meets with Tim Juzefowicz in Melbourne
AUS-MEAT will start auditing against the revised code
and will make advisory findings in relation to new the requirements.
The date of implementation has not been decided but will be in about six month’s time. After the implementation
date, accredited plants must comply with all aspects of the revised code.
Foreign matter is still very much on the agenda and two major initiatives are about to unfold. The World Renderers
Organisation is about to publish a handbook on control of foreign matter. This project has been led by Tim
Juzefowicz with back up from the ARA.
Also, the AMPC has indicated that it will fund two research projects on foreign matter control. ARA Director
Peter Milzewski has guided the project submissions through the MLA/AMPC assessment process. The projects
should make a huge difference to the push to remove foreign matter hazards. We probably would not have secured
the support of the AMPC without Peter’s guidance.
I am very pleased with discussions the ARA has had with the Chinese AQSIQ. Up to now negotiations with AQSIQ
have been handled by the DAWR and this is how it should be. The ARA has contributed to these negotiations
through its close relationship with the department but has not had direct access to AQSIQ.
The NRA appears to have had success in negotiating access for poultry meal through contact with AQSIQ in
conjunction with US government staff. The ARA has followed this lead and the ARA’s China and Asia representative
Zheng Wang organised a meeting between the ARA and senior AQSIQ officials. A delegation including the
ARA’s home-grown China specialist Dennis King, Tim Juzefowicz and Bill Spooncer went to Beijing to conduct a
workshop and have discussions with AQSIQ.
We did not expect to make any breakthroughs at the meeting but we got a clear message that AQSIQ recognises
the role of the ARA and welcomes further discussions. Both the DAWR and AQSIQ have indicated that the ARA
is welcome to attend future audits by AQSIQ. This should help the ARA to understand and respond quickly
to AQSIQ concerns. At the meeting in Beijing AQSIQ Director Wan Benyi made it clear what are some of the
AQSIQ concerns about Australian rendering. The ARA team was able to respond to these concerns. I take the
reports of these candid discussions as a good sign that we can have open dialogue with AQSIQ in the future.

Apart from training on Chinese requirements, AUS-MEAT is also preparing for the thirty-eighth workshop on
hygienic rendering. Trish says the workshop has been brought forward compared with the usual timing to avoid
clashing with the Commonwealth Games at the Gold Coast. The workshop will commence on 28 January 2018.
The ARA’s longest-serving auditor Chris Sentance is
cutting back his auditing load. He has conducted his last
audits in Western Australia but will continue to audit in his
home-state of South Australia. Chris has been conducting
ARA audits for 23 years. His first ARA accreditation
audit was at Tatiara Meat Company in September 1994.
This was shortly after the publication of the ARA Code of
Practice when Australian Meat Technology managed the
auditing program. Trish Ryder said that Chris’ knowledge
and experience has been invaluable to the AUS-MEAT
managed accreditation and market access program.
While one auditor is stepping back, another is stepping
up. AUS-MEAT auditor Brendan Ryan has completed the
ARA workshop and Trish Ryder has conducted a witness
audit to finalise his credentials as an auditor in the ARA
program.
Brendan has plenty of experience of the meat industry.
Chris Sentance working on an audit report
He started out owning butcher shops and subsequently
worked with AQIS and PrimeSafe Victoria. Brendan will be conducting audits in Victoria, Western Australia and
Tasmania.
AUS-MEAT has been busy with the regular rendering program audit schedule and the digest plant at Inghams
Murarrie has been accredited.
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LEADING
INNOVATION

WAVE DISC, A NEW
ALTERNATIVE TO TRADITIONAL
ROTARY DISC SHAFTS

AUS-MEAT News
AUS-MEAT has conducted the ARA’s second workshop on Chinese regulations for the import of processed animal
protein. The workshop was held in October in Melbourne ahead of expected audits by AQSIQ in November.
Trish Ryder led the workshop. Other speakers were Brad Hopkins, Tim Juzefowicz and Andy Bennett, who
discussed their experiences of AQSIQ audits. Alex McLaren and Duane Roberts represented the DAWR. Trish
said that while the objective of the workshop is to make sure that renderers understand the Chinese regulations,
it is essential that the knowledge is applied in practical ways in rendering plants. In particular, raw material must
comply with Chinese requirements and post-processing handling must minimise risks of recontamination.
Twenty-eight people have received certificates of competency in Chinese requirements at the workshops. In
addition to training, AUS-MEAT offers audits to indentify any gaps in compliance with Chinese requirements.
These audits can help management prepare for audits by AQSIQ.
Continued Page 3
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Ken Reid
One of AUS-MEAT’s most experienced ARA-program
auditors is Ken Reid. Ken runs an auditing business and
contracts to AUS-MEAT and other certification bodies.
Ken’s career started in the meat industry over 40 years ago.
After working in abattoirs he switched to meat inspection and
later to food-safety auditing. He has been contract auditing
for 19 years. He says his first introduction to rendering was
with batch cookers in 1976.
Ken audits a wide range of food-industry sectors. In addition
to rendering he audits meat, poultry, game, smallgoods
and petfood operations. These audits involve a plethora of
standards and company-owned criteria. He has been auditing
rendering plants for compliance with AS 5008 for 15 years on
behalf of PrimeSafe Victoria. He has been involved with the
ARA program for three years. The ARA program has added
an export dimension to his auditing.
Ken says that rendering industry people are willing to learn
and understand requirements for compliance and accept
opportunities for improvement. He enjoys return visits to
sites that have adopted opportunities for improvement and
seeing the benefits of getting it right.
Ken also says that the ARA rendering workshop, which he completed in 2012, is a valuable tool for industry. It
provides a sound base for understanding rendering requirements, risk and best practice.
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A & S Thai Works Co., Ltd.
99/199 Moo 1, Theparak Road Km 22
Bangsaothong, Samut Prakan 10570
Thailand
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ASTW has so far produced, installed and commissioned more
than 35 rendering plants in Australia and New Zealand. This
photo from one of our two factories in Thailand shows the
production of a drier/cooker.

Tel.: +66 2313 1540
Fax: +66 2313 1550
Email: sales@asthaiworks.com

... do it now!

www.asthaiworks.com

Biogas
Several Australian rendering plants have invested in
biogas production. They have used biogas in boilers
to produce steam and in generators to produce
electricity. Biogas has been a regular topic at ARA
symposia. In a way biogas is a miracle solution for
renderers. The anaerobic digestion process that
produces biogas converts low-value soluble and
insoluble solids in effluent and by-product streams
and at the same time reduces energy and fuel costs. It
is a form of recycling within the rendering recycling
process.
But biogas is not only a handy waste disposal and
energy production process. It is also one of the
much-vaunted renewable fuels that are produced and distributed commercially.
Biogas as generated in an anaerobic digester is about 60% methane and 40% carbon dioxide with small amounts
of hydrogen and hydrogen sulphide. This mixture is suitable for use on-site but is not suitable for distribution.
The biogas concoction can be further processed to isolate the methane content and the resulting biomethane can
be injected into national gas distribution grids. Biomethane reduces greenhouse gas emissions by 95% compared
with fossil fuels.
A Greenea article discusses some of the issues for production of biomethane in Europe and the distribution of
this renewable fuel. According to the Greenea article there are more than 16,000 biogas units in Europe. Some of
these units are supported by incentives such as subsidies, quotas and guaranteed prices. The support policies vary
between countries.
Not many of the biogas installations produce biomethane. About two thirds of biogas plants and nearly half the
biomethane plants are in Germany. There are about 190 biomethane units in Germany but this is only 2% of the
biogas plants. In other countries, 3-12% of biogas units produce biomethane but in Sweden 21% or 61 biogas units
produce biomethane.
The average size biogas plant in Germany produces about 500 kW and this is considered large-scale production
in Europe. The German biogas sector is considered to be mature and the government has stopped the incentive
program.
The UK is the second biggest producer of biomethane with 50 plants. In 2015 about 2TWh of biomethane was
injected into the gas distribution network.
World-wide production of biogas is equivalent to about 7,000 MW of electricity and is expected to increase to
9,600 MW by 2025. Most of this growth will be in Europe. While continued growth in production of biogas
is expected, the rate of growth is slowing. The change in growth rate is due to the need to replace outdated
technology and cut backs to support policies.
Another challenge to growth in the industry is feedstock supply. In the EU there is fierce competition for the
so-called waste materials that can be used by several industries including rendering. This may leave biogas and
biomethane producers short of feedstock.
The price of feedstock varies between regions and can undermine the profitability of biogas and biomethane
production. To overcome this, producers need to diversify feedstocks.
To make sure that biogas has a consistent share of the renewable energy mix there must be increased production of
biomethane. Biomethane can be added to liquefied natural gas and compressed natural gas. As such, biomethane
can be used in the transport sector or can be injected into national grids.
Stability is needed in the biogas sector. This means consistent and stable support schemes across EU countries.
Production of biomethane adds to stability because there is a bigger potential customer base and pricing should
be more predictable. This leads to more dependable margins and potential access to a wider range of feedstocks.
The Greenea article predicts growth for the biogas sector but emphasises the importance of feedstock sourcing,
preparation of raw materials to ensure a consistent feedstock and production strategies to take advantage of
periods of peak energy demand.
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AQSIQ Meeting
The ARA has initiated direct contact with the Chinese AQSIQ. The contact took the form of a workshop in
Beijing. The objectives of the workshop were to present information to back up Australia’s submission to have
the Chinese ban on highly-processed poultry products lifted and to provide background about the Australian
rendering industry ahead of the AQSIQ audits of rendering establishments.
The meeting with the AQSIQ was organised by ARA
representative Zheng Wang and ex-AQSIQ vet Dr
Lu Gang. Dennis King, Tim Juzefowicz and Bill
Spooncer made the trip to Beijing to put the ARA’s
position to the AQSIQ.
The meeting with AQSIQ was held a couple days
before the AQSIQ delegation to assess Australia’s
HPAI status left for Australia. Three members of
this delegation including the leader Mr Li Yingguo
attended the meeting. Mr Li was also the leader of
the team that audited Australian rendering plants
in 2012. The meeting was also attended by AQSIQ
Director Wan Benyi
The ARA, through Dr Lu Gang, arranged for a
AQSIQ Director Mr Wan Benyi, Mr Li Yingguo
Chinese risk assessment expert Dr Qiu Songyin to
and Dr Qiu Songyin at meeting with ARA
give an address at the meeting. Dr Qiu is the leader
of the team that has conducted the risk assessment of Australia’s HPAI status. He made it clear that rendering
conditions will eliminate HPAI. He also said that there are risks of contamination of raw material in transit to
rendering plants and risks of contamination of processed animal protein in transit from the rendering plant to the
shipping port. This last point was disputed by the ARA team.
Bill Spooncer also provided evidence that HPAI is eliminated in the rendering process. Mr Wan told the ARA
that there is no argument about whether HPAI is eliminated by the rendering process. The AQSIQ concern is the
potential risk of recontamination after the rendering process. He made some points about the management of the
handling of rendered product that arose from the AQSIQ audit in 2012. He emphasised that some establishments
audited in 2012 did a good job of handling cooked product but others were not so good. He called on the ARA to
make the management of post-processing handling of rendered products more consistent.
Tim Juzefowicz and Dennis King had prepared
presentations about the management of postprocessing handling.
Unfortunately these
presentations could not be delivered because of time
restraints. Instead of the Australia presentations Mr
Wan explained the AQSIQ perspective of Australian
rendering. This was an extremely useful discussion
and provided insights to what the AQSIQ will be
looking for at the next audits.
Apart from management of handling rendered
products Mr Wan indicated that the quality of raw
material should be improved. Specifically there
should be no diseased material or foreign matter
such as plastic in raw material. He also said that
Xia Chongyang of Beijing CIS discusses Australian
species integrity of raw material used to make single
rendering conditions with Tim Juzefowicz
species meals must be maintained. These points are
responded to in the revised edition of the ARA Code of Practice. The revised code requires that raw materials are
inspected, results of inspections are recorded and corrective action is taken if there are defects. Establishments
that want AQSIQ approval to export to China should but these requirements in place as soon as possible.
While the ARA team did not deliver the presentations that addressed these issues, they immediately prepared a
written response to the points raised by Mr Wan.
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Chinese and ARA delegates at the ARA-hosted dinner
It was expected that an AQSIQ delegation
would be visiting Australia in late November.
The delegation was expected to audit rendering
establishments that want approval to export
to China and to assess Australia’s systems
approach to export listings. This visit has been
postponed until 2018. Establishments that
expect to be audited can use the postponement
to respond to comments made by AQSIQ at
the meeting with the ARA.
The ARA hosted a banquet with AQSIQ
auditors after the workshop. This allowed the
ARA team to cement relationships with the
AQSIQ staff and it appears that the AQSIQ
welcomes further contact and discussion with
the ARA. There is no doubt that AQSIQ staff
understand and appreciate the role of the
ARA in the Australian rendering industry.

Dennis King, Zheng Wang and Tim Juzefowicz
at the Great Wall of China

®

PROVEN COMMITMENT TO THE RENDERING INDUSTRY
Salmonella control with
Sal CURB
For plant hygiene &
meal decontamination

Oxidation control
in fats, oils & meals with:
Barox
Termox & Naturox

Call to obtain a copy of the ‘Rendering Plant Salmonella Control Programme’ booklet
Kemin (Aust.) Pty. Ltd. Tel: 02 9844 5700 & Fax: 02 9418 2544
 Trademarks of Kemin Industries, Inc., U.S.A.
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Market Access

DAWR staff Josie Holmes, Jane Hayes and James Hunt at the ARA meeting

The Department of Agriculture
and Water Resources produced
a comprehensive update on
rendered products market access
for the November meeting of
the ARA. James Hunt and Josie
Holmes of the Export Standards
Branch discussed the report.
Josie also gave an update of the
recent AQSIQ audit of Australia’s
HPAI and animal disease control
procedures. Jane Hayes of the
department’s
Non-prescribed
Goods section explained a training

module being prepared to help people to prepare for hosting overseas audits.
The updated market access report summarises the status of discussions with 16 countries and the EU. One of the
high-priority issues is with Indonesia. Six establishments are looking for approval to export processed animal
proteins to Indonesia. This includes the three plants that were recommended as suitable to export to Indonesia
before 2012 but which have not been listed by the Indonesian authorities.
Indonesia has indicated that the six establishments can be audited but a new fee structure for audits has been
introduced. There are questions about the feed structure but the main holdup is that there is not a satisfactory
method of paying the fees. If this issue can resolved it is expected that the six establishments looking for listing
will be inspected by Indonesian auditors. In addition there will be a systems audit of the DAWR’s Indonesian
listing program. This will include audits of five listed establishments.
There have been questions about establishments that are listed for export to Indonesia but which have not sent any
product. This anomaly can be explained by name changes and plant closures but in future, listed plants that do not
export to Indonesia for 2 years could be delisted. The ARA recommends that listed plants should make sure that
they take advantage of their listing and send a consignment to Indonesia at least once a year.
Another important issue is renewal of listings with AQSIQ and adding establishments to the list. An audit by
Chinese inspectors was expected at the end of November but it has been postponed. The ARA has suggested
that the DAWR propose 29 January – 9 February 2018 or 26 February – 8 March 2018 as dates for the postponed
audits. These audits are expected to involve eleven establishments. Six establishments are seeking new listing and
five establishments will be visited as part of the audit of DAWR systems.
The Chinese AQSIQ has also completed an audit to assess Australia’s animal health management in relation to
HPAI. The audit looked at testing and surveillance and involved inspections of a poultry processing plant and a
rendering plant. The visits to the poultry processing plant and rendering plant were helpful in addressing some of
the Chinese team’s questions about biosecurity risks.
While comments at the exit meeting after the audit were positive, the DAWR is awaiting a formal report. An
outcome of the audit could be lifting the ban on Australian highly-processed poultry products resulting in renewed
exports of poultry meal to China.
A new issue with the Chinese market is that the MoA will only license single-species processed animal proteins
in the future. The department is following up with the MoA to clarify if meals have to be produced in singlespecies establishments or if segregation of species in different processing lines is acceptable. The ARA has asked
the department to investigate the scope for a tolerance for extremely low levels of foreign species detected by DNA
testing of processed animal protein.
Thailand has introduced new animal feed legislation. Establishments that produce high-risk material, which
includes most rendered products, will have to be audited by the Thai DLD. The department is in touch with
the Thai DLD to clarify how the new legislation will be implemented. The department and other countries are
pushing for systems audits as opposed to individual establishment audits. However, it may be necessary to opt for
establishment audits in the short term until systems audits can be arranged. In the meantime, establishments that
have a history of trade with Thailand have been allowed continued access.
Continued Page 9
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There has also been progress with access issues with Sri Lanka; Brazil; Israel; Peru; Ukraine; Myanmar; Malaysia;
Mexico and Fiji. The ARA list of market access priorities has been updated to reflect progress. The list has been
circulated for review to make sure that priorities are correctly assigned.
Jane Hayes told the ARA meeting of initiatives in the DAWR Non-prescribed Goods operations section. A training
program to help people prepare to host overseas listings audits has been prepared. The module is being trialled at
a rendering plant.
Also in the Non-prescribed Goods section, highly experienced ex-DAFF officer Reg Butler is updating the
checklists used to assess compliance with importing country requirements. Reg retired from the department but
is back doing consulting work with the Non-prescribed Goods section.

New Member
GBP Australia is the latest member of the ARA.
GBP operates an export beef abattoir in Poowong,
Victoria. A new rendering plant has been installed
by Haarslev at the Poowong site. The plant is
based on a Haarslev HM1537 disc dryer adapted
as a continuous dry renderer. It has a nominal
throughput of 4 tonnes per hour.
GBP Australia Managing Director Ben Siegel said
that with a potential 120 tonnes of raw material from
the maximum kill of 600 cattle a day, investment in
rendering was a natural progression for the business.
Haarslev HM 1537 disc dryer
operating as a continuous dryrendering cooker at GBP Australia

Old school service values.
Safety and Innovation.
Driving down your total cost of operation.
40 years of excellence www.hydrochem.com.au 1300 558 788
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ADVERTORIAL

Gas and steam
efficiency upgrades
deliver robust
returns for Fletcher
International Exports

BEFORE: Boiler feed tank system

BEFORE: Vented waste from
pump package

AFTER: Boiler feed tank system

AFTER: Cold water make up
to feed tank going into Flash
Condensing Dearator Head

Spirax Sarco’s proprietary heat transfer technology proved critical to the creative technical solutions required to maximise cost
savings to the business. Out Performers’ extensive measurement and verification experience ensured transparency over the
energy savings achieved, and helped Fletcher take full advantage of the government subsidies on offer.
Roger Fletcher (Managing Director), Melissa Fletcher (CEO) and
Gabrielle Ryan (Graduate Engineer, Energy Projects)

THE RESULT

45K 12

$
THE CHALLENGE

THE SOLUTION

Fletcher International Exports is a
world-class supplier of sheep meat, skins,
wool, co-products, cotton, grain and
pulses to the global market.

The Fletcher team responded pro-actively
to the price shocks by embarking on a
program of significant energy upgrades
across its Dubbo facility.

A family-owned private company with interests across
Australia, Fletcher has capacity to process 4.5 million head
of sheep per year, and has grown to become one of the
nation’s great agribusiness success stories.
For 30 years, Fletcher has operated a large modern abattoir
and rendering plant in Dubbo, New South Wales. The site is
a large energy user, relying heavily on substantial volumes
of natural gas to produce steam for further processing and
hot water production .
Fletcher has invested in energy efficiency measures for
the plant in the past, however recent gas price escalations
highlighted a pressing need to further reduce site energy
consumption. At the same time, Fletcher’s Managing
Director and Founder, Roger Fletcher, was eager to take
advantage of the New South Wales Government’s Gas
Efficiency Program and Energy Savings Scheme. Run by
the Office of Environment and Heritage (OEH), the scheme
offers subsidies to offset the size of any energy saving
investments, and ultimately improve returns.

Approximate gas
savings per month

With project opportunities in the boilerhouse and steam
system identified as the fastest path to cutting gas
consumption, the company turned to Spirax Sarco to work
with its on-site engineering team.
As a global leader in steam system solutions, Spirax
Sarco was the ideal partner for the project. To complete
the picture, Out Performers was engaged as independent
engineers to measure and verify the energy savings
achieved and facilitate obtaining appropriate government
funding.
As Spirax Sarco’s National Sales Manager, Craig McKnight,
explained, “The growing pressure of rising gas prices has
made businesses evaluate their gas consumption, and the
government support programs, particularly in New South
Wales but also across Australia, are increasingly the trigger
for action. Working closely with the team at Fletcher, we
were able to identify a number of areas where we could
save and reuse steam energy and therefore reduce gas
consumption.”

The project team focused on 4 key opportunities
Flash steam
recovery to
reuse in other
processes
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Increased
condensate
return

months
or less

Payback on projects
based on gas savings

8ML

10K- $15K

$

Reduction in boiler
water consumption
per annum

Reduced chemical use per annum

+

Additional
hot water
available
for site use

Breakdown of financial inputs and savings across the project (preliminary data/ESCs pending)
Stage 1: Metering

Stage 2: Initial upgrades

Stage 3: Total upgrades

Fletcher input

$28,000

$24,500

OEH input

$15,000

$24,500

Total cost

$43,000

$49,000

$351,000

Gas savings

-

1,265 GJ/yr

24,817 GJ/yr

Gas savings

-

1% of total

21% of total

ESCs created

-

1370 ESCs

-

Roger Fletcher was delighted with both the immediate
outcome, and the way the efficiencies align with his
longer-term vision for the business. “The recent energy
saving projects undertaken with Spirax Sarco and my own
engineering team have returned an excellent improvement
in our efficiencies and a large reduction in our gas usage,”
he said.
“The New South Wales government support programs
provided the catalyst we needed to make the significant
investments back into our business to improve
energy efficiency. We want Fletcher International Exports to
continue to grow and expand for the benefit of the business,
the people and the future of the central west.”

$351,000

Craig McKnight says while Fletcher’s results were
outstanding, both in terms of gas savings and the associated
government subsidies secured, they’re not unique across
process industry. “There are many opportunities, some
repeatable, in abattoirs and rendering plants and process
industry in general, where gas consumption can be reduced.”
“As a business, we believe we are best placed to deliver
energy efficient solutions from a technical and technology
perspective. Our alliance with Out Performers as a
measurement and verification partner ensures transparency
over the energy savings realised and that our clients are
aware of all government funding programs across Australia
that can assist with their plant upgrades.”

For further information, please contact:
Various
boilerhouse
efficiency
improvements

Improved
steam
distribution

David Mitchell
Out Performers - National Business Development Manager | 0402 304 801
Craig McKnight
Spirax Sarco - National Sales Manager | 0414 355 611
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People and Places
Paul Martin has left AusPac Ingredients after seven
and a half years. Paul has joined Haarslev as National
Sales Manager. This is a new role for Haarslev in
Australia and reflects Haarslev’s commitment to
servicing the Australian market.
Paul’s position at AusPac has been filled by Damian
Armstrong. Damian has plenty of experience of
the rendering industry and was the rendering plant
manager at Teys Australia, Wagga Wagga.

MASTER YOUR PROCESS
In the rendering industry, process is always key.
The process determines your yield, the quality of
your end products, the level of your investment
and your profit. Haarslev provides solutions that
enable you to master your process.

Paul Martin of Haarslev and Damian Armstrong of AusPac

Haarslev Industries Ltd. • 11B Paul Matthews Road, Rosedale • Auckland 0632
New Zealand • Tel: +64 9 415 2330 • info@haarslev.com • www.haarslev.com

dŚĂŶŬǇŽƵ
With over 100 years of experience Haarslev designs, manufacturers, installs
and maintains state-of-the-art systems and equipment for the rendering
industry around the globe.

Caroline Smith of Swift Trade Group is now Caroline
Richards. Caroline and her husband Craig were married
on a sand bar surrounded by water in the Cook Islands
in September. The post-nuptial celebrations included
snorkelling on the adjacent reef.

17137 Haarslev ad_Corporate_A5_landscape_New Zealand_v02.indd 1
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Peter Johnson of CSF Proteins has chalked up 50
years service in the rendering industry. He started
with W. Pridham at the Evans St, Braybrook site
in 1967. He was backwards and forwards between
Evans St and Merino St, Laverton sites until 1984
when he became manager of the Merino St site. Peter
has been at Merino St ever since, first with Peerless
Holdings, then with Baiada and now CSF Proteins.
Peter’s only break from Rendering was when he did
two years national service. In a profile about Peter
in the December 2012 issue of Rendering Circles he
was described as one of the most experienced and
knowledgeable renderers in Australia. With 50 years
service now completed he has not been overtaken!

Continued Page 12

Peter Johnson (left) congratulated on 50 years service by
Ridley Corporation Managing Director and CEO Tim Hart

AUSPAC INGREDIENTS Pty.Ltd
Unit 1, 84-92 Barnes Street Tamworth NSW 2340

Tel +61 2 6762 7708
Fax +61 2 6762 7709
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13th International Symposium
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NEXT ARA GENERAL MEETING
WILL BE HELD IN CONJUNCTION WITH
NZRG MINI-SYMPOSIUM
FROM 22 - 23 MARCH 2018
VENUE
COPTHORNE HOTEL AND RESORT BAY OF ISLANDS
NEW ZEALAND

mainly because there will be lower production as abattoirs close over Christmas and New Year period. A higher
percentage of product will go to the local market and values will be driven by local demand more than by export.
February will be interesting once production gets back to normal and more volume needs to be exported. February
prices are expected to be discounted compared with December/January. By how much will depend on several
factors.
Blood meal prices were lower going from September to October but have recovered for December deliveries.
Demand for local aquafeed production slowed down because feed producers had plenty of inventory.
The protein market commentary was prepared by George Schinard, Wilmar Gavilon.

CLICK HERE FOR DETAILS

Protein Markets

Tallow prices

Export demand for meat and bone meal remains very weak. This is because cheap USA product is being offered
into major export markets. USA beef and pork kills remain strong and there is a surplus of protein meals in the
local market. Consequently MBM values in the USA relative to soya bean meal are at historically low levels.
Export values are at a premium to USA local prices and large amounts of USA product is being pushed into a
number of export markets.
Indonesia, which is historically the largest export market for Australian MBM, is currently procuring the majority
of its requirements from the USA. In addition the demand for MBM in Indonesia has decreased because MBM
is being replaced by cheaper soy bean meal in feeds. There is also a carry-over of higher-priced inventory which
is affecting future requirements.
Demand for Australian product in Vietnam has been strong over the past couple of months. This is due to the
Vietnam government placing a ban on EU mixed-species MBM earlier in the year. Importers have had to source
product from other regions including USA, Australia and New Zealand. However, forward demand from Vietnam
has slowed pending a decision about a possible lifting of the ban on EU MBM for 2018.
The one export market which has been strong is China. China has been trading at a significant premium. This is
mostly due to the limited number of plants that are approved to export to China. At this stage there is still good
interest up to and following Chinese New Year but demand could slow down as Chinese feed mills move into their
quieter feed production period in summer.
The view for December/January is that values will be above those of October/November,
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It was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the age of wisdom, it was the age of foolishness, it was the epoch
of belief, it was the epoch of incredulity, it was the season of Light, it was the season of Darkness, it was the spring of
hope, it was the winter of despair, we had everything before us, we had nothing before us, we were all going direct to
Heaven, we were all going direct the other way - in short, the period was so far like the present period, that some of
its noisiest authorities insisted on its being received, for good or for evil, in the superlative degree of comparison only.*
2017 was quite a year for Australian tallow and the opening paragraph of A Tale of Two Cities was seemingly
written many many years ago for the purpose of being reproduced in Rendering Circles to encapsulate the 2017
Australian tallow experience.
After a winter of despair, tallow prices have improved admirably since September and time will tell whether we
have seen a December and January pricing crescendo. The following graphs illustrate the recent price movement
and the monthly exports to Singapore.
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A big thank you to our Sponsors
The Australian Renderers Association wishes to thank our Sponsors and Exhibitors for their support and commitment to
the Australian Rendering Industry. Without your contribution and participation the symposium would not be possible. We
urge all delegates to show your support to these companies when next you need the goods and services they provide.
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A comfortable conclusion is that the rebound in exports to Singapore has delivered the improved prices. However,
whilst the re-emergence of demand from Singapore has assisted the prices, this simplistic causality is incomplete
and the improvement in prices has been greatly assisted by palm oil and the depreciation of the AUD/USD
exchange rate. The combination of these three factors along with the demand from other countries has delivered
the improvement in pricing, and tallow has generally been trading close to traditional pricing spreads with palm
stearine.
The following was noted in the September edition of rendering circles: “For a lengthy period it has been predicted
that the production of palm oil in Malaysia and Indonesia will pick up over the course of 2017 as the plantations
recover from El Nino. However the observed improvements have been disappointing and current indications
suggest a significant boost to production is not a sure thing. Palm prices have adjusted accordingly. For example,
July palm stearine was US$610 per tonne FOB Malaysia and has risen to US$ 705 per tonne FOB in September.”
The above has now unwound and recent reports have reverted to concerns about rising supplies and slowing
demand. Malaysian palm oil stocks have increased from a low of approximately 1.25 million tonnes in February
2017 to 2.56 million tonnes on 30 November 2017. Indonesian palm oil stocks have similarly improved and
the USDA recently estimated Indonesian production to increase 7% in 2018. It is a similar story for soybean
production. There is more than adequate stock and robust planting for the next South American cycle. However,
there are concerns around excessive dryness in Argentina and this has slowed the underlying bearishness in the
market.
Over the course of 2017 we saw many nations buy Australian tallow and it is noteworthy that the USA, a net tallow
exporter, imported around 22,500 m/t of Australian tallow during our season of darkness. Thoughts rebounded
to the splash and dash years and an epoch of belief returned. The Australian tallow market was quite fortunate
that the conditions and opportunity to export to the USA existed. The fellows that were able to carry out such
movements should be commended.
Recently the USA EPA released biofuel quantity mandates for 2018. These were consistent with the previous
guidance and the RIN markets remained essentially unchanged. However, a recent market report noted talk
about the biodiesel tax credit being retroactively reinstated. It is unclear whether this will apply to domestically
produced biofuel only but if the USA is consistent with its recent dumping duty behaviour imposed on Argentina
and Indonesia, then it is probable that foreign produced fuel would not be eligible for the BTC. Either way, this is
something to watch.
For quite a period of time the ARA has been raising awareness of the processing and downstream issues that
foreign material in rendering raw material bring about. A particular issue for tallow has been polyethylene and
the ARA has recently commissioned a Technical Paper on the subject. Many renderers have whole-heartedly
endorsed the “pledge of no-poly” and all members are encouraged to continue their work on foreign material
control and removal for continued and broad market access.
*A Tale of Two Cities, Charles Dickens, 1859
Tallow market commentary was prepared by Damian Evans, Colyer Fehr.
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